Abstract. Image categorization is a challenging problem when a label is provided for the entire training image only instead of the object region. To eliminate labeling ambiguity, image categorization and object localization should be performed simultaneously. Discriminative Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) can be used for this task by regarding each image as a bag and sub-windows in the image as instances. Learning a discriminative MI classifier requires an iterative solution. In each round, positive sub-windows for the next round should be selected. With standard approaches, selecting only one positive sub-window per positive bag may limit the search space for global optimum; meanwhile, selecting all temporal positive sub-windows may add noise into learning. We select a subset of sub-windows per positive bag to avoid those limitations. Spatial relations between sub-windows are used as clues for selection. Experimental results demonstrate that our approach outperforms previous discriminative MIL approaches and standard categorization approaches.
Introduction
We investigated image categorization using Multiple Instance Learning (MIL). Image categorization is a challenging problem especially when a label is provided for a training image only instead of the object region. Low categorization accuracy may result because the object region and background region within one training image share the same object label. To eliminate labeling ambiguity, image categorization and object localization should be simultaneously performed. In order to do that, one can use MIL, which is a generalization of standard supervised learning. Unlike standard supervised learning in which the training instances are definitely labeled, in the MIL setting, labels are only available for groups of instances called bags. A bag is positive if it contains at least one positive instance. Meanwhile, all instances in negative bags must be negative. Given training bags and instances that satisfy MIL labeling constraints, MIL approaches can learn to classify unlabeled bags as well as unlabeled instances in the bags. Thus, if we regard each image as a bag and sub-windows in images as instances, we can perform image categorization and object localization simultaneously using MIL.
Several MIL approaches have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Empirical studies [2, 4, 7] demonstrate that generative MIL approaches perform worse than discriminative MIL approaches on benchmark datasets, because of their strict assumption on compact clusters of positive instances in the feature space. Thus, it is more appealing to tackle image categorization by using discriminative MIL approaches. In a brief overview, discriminative MIL approaches can be found in [5, 4, 6, 7] . Andrews et al. [5] introduce a framework in which MIL is considered in different maximum margin formulations. A similar formulation of [5] can be found in [9] . DD-SVM presented in [4] trains an SVM for bags in a new feature space constructed from a mapping model defined by the local extremums of the Diverse Density function on instances of positive bags. In contrast, MILES [6] uses all instances in all training bags to construct the mapping model without applying any instance selection method explicitly. IS-MIL [7] then propose an instance selection method to tackle large-scale MIL problems. Because [4, 6, 7] heavily rely on bag-instance mapping process which is out of scope, we address our work to the framework proposed in [5] .
In this paper, we extend the framework in [5] using spatial relations between sub-windows. Although spatial relation information have shown their important role in computer vision tasks [10, 11, 13, 14] , there is a few of MIL works utilizing such information. Zha et al. [12] introduced a MIL approach which captures the spatial configuration of the region labels. However, their work target to multilabel MIL problem and spatial relations between segmented regions. Instead of that, we investigate single-label MIL problem and overlapping relations between sub-windows. In the framework [5] , learning a discriminative MI classifier is formulated as a non-convex problem and requires an iterative solution. In each round, positive training sub-windows (i.e. instances) for the next round should be selected with certain criteria. With original criteria, selecting only one positive sub-window per positive bag may limit the search space for the global optimum; meanwhile, selecting all temporal positive sub-windows may add noise into learning. We propose to select a subset of sub-windows per positive bag to avoid those limitations. Spatial relations between sub-windows are used as clues for selection. We directly enforce sub-windows spatial relations into learning by selecting sub-windows of the subset based on their overlapping degree with the most discriminative sub-window. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
Support Vector Machine for Multiple Instance Learning
In statistical pattern recognition, given a set of labeled training instances coupled with manual labels (x i , y i ) ∈ R d × Y, the problem is how to obtain a classification function going from instances to labels f : 
A set of linear constraints can be used to formulate the relation between bag labels Y I and instance labels y i :
or compactly represented as:
Learning the discriminative classifiers entails finding a function f : X → R for a multiple-instance dataset with the constraint Y I = sgn max i∈I f (x i ).
The former approaches of SVM-based Multiple Instance Learning
Andrews et al. [5] proposed two learning approaches based on SVM with different margin notions. The first approach, called mi-SVM, aims at maximizing the instance margin. Meanwhile, the second approach, called MI-SVM, tries to maximize the bag margin. Both mi-SVM and MI-SVM can be formed as mixed integer quadratic programs and need heuristic algorithms to be solved. The algorithms have an outer loop and an inner loop. The outer loop sets the values for the integer variables. Meanwhile, the inner loop trains a standard SVM. The outer loop stops if none of the integer variables changes in consecutive rounds. The mixed integer formulation of mi-SVM based on the generalized softmargin SVM can be presented as:
In (2), labels y i of instances x i not belonging to any negative bag are treated as unknown integer variables. The target here is to find a linear discriminative MIseparating that satisfies the constraint wherein at least one positive instance from each positive bag lies in the positive half-space, while all instances belonging to all negative bags are in the negative half-space. In MI-SVM, Andrews et al. introduce an alternative approach to the MIL problem. The notion of a margin is extended from individual instances to bags.
The margin of a positive bag is defined as the margin of "the most positive" instance of the bag. Meanwhile, the margin of a negative bag is defined by the margin of "the least negative" instance of the bag. Let x mm(I) be the instance of bag B I and has maximum margin to the hyper-plane. Then, MI-SVM can be formulated as follows:
4 Support vector machine with spatial relation for Multiple Instance Learning MI-SVM and mi-SVM can be applied to image categorization by regarding each image as a bag and sub-windows in images as instances. However, their formulations and heuristic solutions do not involve spatial relations of sub-windows despite such information being extremely meaningful. Surrounding sub-windows always contain highly related information with respect to visual perception. If a sub-window in image is classified as a positive instance, it is supposed to be associated with the object label given to the class. In that sense, its neighboring sub-windows should be positive also. For example, if a sub-window tightly covers an object, its slightly surrounding sub-windows also contain that object. Moreover, in terms of learning, the original approaches require a heuristic iterative solution to obtain the final discriminative classifier. In each learning round, candidate positive instances must be selected for the next round. Thus, positive instance selection criterion is the key step in the learning process. With mi-SVM, selecting all positive instances in the current round may add noisy instances to learning. Meanwhile, selecting only the most positive instance which has largest margin in the current round, as in MI-SVM, may limit the search space for the global optimum. To avoid such limitations, we propose to select a subset of instances as candidate positive instances for the next learning round. Spatial relations between instances (i.e. sub-windows) can be used as clues for selection. Therefore, we extend the framework proposed by Andrews et al. to take the spatial relation between sub-windows into account. Positive candidate selection criteria of the approaches are illustrated in Figure 1 .
In our extension, the notion of a bag margin is used as in the MI-SVM formulation. This means the margin of a positive bag is defined as the margin of "the most positive" instance of the bag. However, we directly enforce the spatial relations between "the most positive" instance with its spatially surrounding instances by adding constraints to the optimization formulation. Here, let x mm(I) be the instance of bag B I has maximum margin with respect to the hyper-plane, and SR(x mm(I) , T ) denotes the set of x mm(I) and instances that surround x mm(I) with respect to the overlap parameter T . An instance belongs to SR(x mm(I) , T ) if its overlap degree with x mm(I) is greater or equal to T , where 0 < T ≤ 1. The overlap degree between two instances (i.e. sub-windows) is the fraction of their overlap area over their union area. To this end, our formulation can be expressed as follows: 
This formulation can be cast as a mixed integer program in which integer variables are the selectors of x mm(I) and instances in SR(x mm(I) , T ). This problem is hard to solve for the global optimum. However, we exploit the fact that if integer variables are given, the problem reduces to a quadratic programming (QP) that can be solved. Based on that insight, our solution is as follows. In our pseudo code, F indSurround(x I , T ) is the function to find instances (i.e. sub-windows) surrounding x I and have an overlap degree with x I greater than or equal to T . The greater T is chosen, the fewer instances (i.e. sub-windows) surrounding x I are selected. Thus, T can be considered as a trade-off parameter for expanding the search space as well. T is a predefined number and is fixed throughout learning iteration. The optimal T is obtained automatically by cross validating on the training set. Additionally, negative candidates of all learning rounds are instances of the negative bags.
Pseudo code for heuristic algorithm

Experiments
Dataset
We perform experiments on Caltech benchmark datasets.
-Caltech 4 contains images of 4 object categories: airplanes (1,075 images), cars brad (1,155 images), faces (451 images), motorbikes (827 images), and a set of 900 clutter background images. -Caltech 101 consists of images in 101 object categories and a set of clutter background images [8] . Each object category contains about 40 to 800 images.
Ground-truth annotations indicating object's locations in images are available for all object categories (but cars brad category in Caltech 4). These are challenging datasets because of their large variations in object appearance and background. Some example images are shown in Figure 2 . We evaluate the performance of the approaches on binary categorization tasks which are distinguishing images of each object category from background images. On the Caltech 101 dataset, with each binary classification task, a set of 15 positive images taken from one object category and 15 negative images from the background category are given for training; 30 other images from both categories are used for testing. The correlative numbers of positive images, negative images and testing images on Caltech 4 dataset are 100, 100 and 200 respectively. All images are randomly selected. 
Bag and Instance Representation
In order to apply the MIL approaches, we treat bags as images and instances of a bag as sub-windows in the image. We employ the standard Bag-of-Word (BoW) approach for feature representation. First, on each image, we sample a set of points using a grid. The sampling grid has an 8-pixel distance between adjacent points. Then, we use the SIFT descriptor to extract SIFT feature at each point. The SIFT descriptor frame has a 16-pixel width. All descriptors are then quantized using a visual codebook with 100 visual words obtained by applying K-Means to 100,000 training descriptors. Finally, the sub-windows of the image are represented by using a histogram of visual words appearing inside the sub-window region.
Evaluated Approaches
We compare our approach with the original SVM-based MIL approaches -mi-SVM and MI-SVM -and two other standard approaches called GH and MA. GH denotes a traditional approach in which SVM is used to classify images represented by a histogram of visual words on the whole image region (GH stands for Global Histogram). Meanwhile, MA is an approach that uses tight object rectangles given manually as positive examples and a set of randomly selected windows from negative images -ten windows per negative image -as negative examples for training (MA stands for Manual Annotation). The measure for comparison is the accuracy ratio with respect to image classification performance. To obtain the best performance of the approaches for fairness, all parameters are optimized. Kernel parameters for SVM and overlap threshold T of our approach are automatically obtained by using the grid-search approach together with 5-fold cross validation. Table 2 . Average classification accuracy of the evaluated approaches on Caltech 101. Table 1 and Table 2 list the classification performances of the approaches on Caltech 4 and Caltech 101. Our proposed approach is superior to the others in most object classes. This means the most discriminative instances found by our approach are more meaningful than the one selected by MI-SVM and is also more discriminative than the object regions classified by MA. Moreover, these results prove that our arguments on the effectiveness of using the spatial relation and the limitations of the instance selection criteria of mi/MI-SVM are valid. Because of adding all possible positive instances, mi-SVM also adds more noise to learning and its performance consequently suffers. MI-SVM has a better accuracy than mi-SVM, but it is still worse than ours because of its limited search space. Table 3 . Average classification accuracy of the evaluated approaches on 10 categories of Caltech 101.
Experimental Results
Approaches
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed an extension of the SVM-based Multiple Instance Learning framework for image categorization by integrating spatial relations between instances into the learning process. Experimental results on the benchmark dataset show that our approach outperforms state-of-the-art SVM-based MIL approaches as well as standard categorization approaches. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first MIL approach that considers sub-window overlapping relations on image space rather than feature space only. For future work, we want to extend our MIL framework so it can be applied to weakly supervised object localization and recognition.
